
“I am amazed how much there is, we are lucky to have the space” 

Park Mead                         Maples Class Yr 3 and 4 FOREST SCHOOL EVALUATION  
IMPACTS: 

YOU - Has forest school affected how you feel about yourself and your well-being- If so how?  
“Healthy…I feel grateful…I feel happy” 

“Confident...relaxed…calm…positive….relaxed 
NATURE - Has forest school affected how you feel about nature – if so how? 

“Nature makes me feel calm…Joyful….satisfied… 
calm, because sometimes it is quiet, 

 but even if it is loud when we are playing games, that can be fun” 
“I liked that we planted trees and did weeding…the bees really need the flowers and plants” 

LEARNING – What skills did you learn or develop this year at Forest School? 
“How to walk on a slack line….tree climbing… 

survival skills, we know what we can use and eat and  
what we can’t…I know how to ask for help with things” 

“ It has been cold and wet and we know we can be outside in different weather” 
“I have learned not to go in the fire circle….creativity” 

“I learned how to make a fire and how to stay safe around a fire” 
  ACTIVITIES: 

What activities did you enjoy most or would like to do more of? 
“I would like to learn more about nature” 

“I love playing hide and seek….I like the creativity at Forest School 
….I like animal watching…I like the freedom we have” 

“I like using clay….bird feeders…the hammock…making patterns on fabric” 
“I like that you can go and explore parts where you haven’t been before” 

“Making pancakes and the slackline were great” 
WOODLAND:  

What did you like about the woodland space and Forest School environments? 
“ I like the swing, the hammock….digging in puddles….the mud was fun” 

“I like the pond and the mud kitchen with water” 
What could be improved about the woodland? 

“The swing” 


